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What are Net Price Calculators (NPCs)?
• Online tools that provide students with early, individualized
estimates of college costs & financial aid
• Required on almost all college websites since Oct. 29, 2011
• Net price
= full cost of attendance minus grants and scholarships
= amount students and families have to earn, save, or borrow
• The timing is key – students and their families can use NPCs
before deciding where to apply
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What’s Required in a NPC?
• Questions to estimate the
student’s expected family
contribution (EFC)
• Required output
• Other required output:
• % receiving grant aid
• Caveats & disclaimers:
e.g., not a final aid offer;
not binding; link to FAFSA

Allan Hancock College, https://webprod.cccco.edu/npc/611/npcalc.htm
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To best serve the needs of students
and families, NPCs must be:
1. Easy to find
2. Easy to use
3. Easy to understand and compare
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TICAS Research on NPCs
• “Adding It All Up: An Early Look at Net Price
Calculators” – March 2011
– Early look at 16 colleges that had already posted calculators by
January 2011 (before deadline).

• “Adding It All Up 2012: Are College Net Price
Calculators Easy to Find, Use, and Compare?” October 2012
– In-depth look at NPCs from 50 randomly selected colleges.
– Nearly a year after the deadline, NPCs are still not reliably easy
for students and families to find, use, and compare.
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NPCs by Type
Couldn't find
calculator, 3
Unknown, 5

Third-party
vendors, 13

Federal
template, 28

State net price
calculator, 1
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Are NPCs Easy to Find?
• Colleges should post their NPCs prominently in areas of their
websites where prospective students and their families are likely
to look.
– Nearly ¼ of colleges did not post their NPCs on their website’s financial
aid or costs page.
– Even when the link was on a relevant page, it was rarely posted
prominently.
– Five calculators weren’t even called “net price calculators.”

• Students shouldn’t have to resort to using a search engine to
find a college’s net price calculator.
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NPC Link Prominently Posted on Financial Aid Page

http://www.grinnell.edu/offices/financialaid
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NPC Link Posted on a
Financial Aid Page,
but Hard to Find

http://www.admission.gatech.e
du/apply/costs-aidscholarships-2
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NPC Link Posted Only on Drop-down Menu
NPC is not available on the actual admissions or financial aid page.

http://www.dorsey.edu/
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NPC Very Hard to Find

http://www.lincolncollegene.edu/
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NPC Very Hard to Find

http://www.lincolncollegene.edu/consumerinfo
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NPC Very Hard to Find

http://www.lincolncollegene.edu/hartford-college-campus/student-consumer-info
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NPC is a link
on this
consumer
information
PDF

http://www.lincolnc
ollegene.edu/dow
nload/consumer/L
CNE_GnrlInstitutional-InfoDisclosure.pdf
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NPC Links on College Navigator (ED)

http://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/?q=college+of+southern+
nevada&s=all&id=182005#general
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NPC Links on Net Price Calculator Center (ED)

http://collegecost.ed.gov/netpricecenter.aspx
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Are NPCs Easy to Find?
Almost one-third of colleges reported links to the
Department of Education that would not actually help
students and families find their NPCs.
NPC Links Submitted to the Department of Education
#
Goes directly to NPC
Goes to page with NPC link
Goes to page without NPC link
Broken link
TOTAL

% of total
25
50%
9
18%
13
26%
3
6%
50
100%
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Are NPCs Easy to Use?
• Number of questions ranged from 8 to about 70.
• Many NPCs asked for detailed information that students
and families may not have on hand.
– More than one-third asked for information that students wouldn’t be
able to provide without digging up detailed financial records.
– Four NPCs asked users to directly input their EFCs and one
required that students go to an separate EFC calculator on another
website.
– 12 NPCs asked about academic qualifications and some even
required SAT or ACT scores.
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Are NPCs Easy to Use?
• Calculators asking dozens of detailed questions can be
daunting – particularly for students who could benefit most
from early estimates of financial aid.
• Colleges can balance precision with ease of use to make
their NPCs accessible to all types of students.
– Limit the number of required questions and make it clear which
questions are required. However, only four NPCs that asked for
detailed financial information marked any of those questions
optional.
– Three NPCs allowed students to bypass detailed financial
questions by entering estimates instead.
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Are NPCs Easy to Use?
• NPCs can ask students for contact information, but they
can’t require it.
– 14 NPCs in our sample asked for contact information.
– Four did not make it clear that submitting contact info is
optional.
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Everest College-Henderson, http://new.everest.edu/npc
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Are NPCs Easy to Use?
• NPCs can ask for very detailed information (including
contact information), but:
– Most (28) of the NPCs in our sample did not provide any
information about how user information could be used or shared.
– Four NPCs only linked to the college’s general privacy policy.

• 15 NPCs did provide explicit privacy notices.
– After we flagged this issue in our previous issue brief, the
Department of Education and two major vendors added privacy
statements to their NPC templates.
•
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Default Privacy Statement on 2010-11 Federal Template

Allan Hancock College, https://webprod.cccco.edu/npc/611/npcalc.htm
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Easy to Understand and Compare?
Academic Year of NPC Estimates

2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
Not indicated
TOTAL

#

% of total
1
2%
18
38%
10
21%
10
21%
3
6%
5
47

11%
99%
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Example of a Clear NPC Result (2010-11 Federal Template)
• All the required
components are
clearly broken out
(COA, grant aid,
net price)
• Year is clearly
indicated
• Net price is the
most prominent
figure on the page

Helpful
clarification about
grants vs. loans
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Easy to Understand and Compare?
• 19 NPCs provided estimates of “self-help” in the form of
student work and loans.
• However, some did not:
– Clearly differentiate self-help from grants and scholarships
– Limit borrowing estimates to federal student loans
– Clearly identify what types of loans they estimated
• Nearly all of the NPCs subtracting self-help from
estimated costs made that lower figure (sometimes called
“estimated remaining cost” or “estimated out-of-pocket
cost”) equal to or more prominent than the net price.
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Net Price is the Most Prominent Figure

University of Tulsa,
https://utulsa.studentaidcalculator.com/survey.aspx
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Net Price
Buried at
Bottom of
Page

CollegeAmerica-Phoenix,
http://www.collegeamerica.edu/netprice-calculator
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“Adding It All Up 2012”
• Our report provides specific recommendations for
colleges to make their NPCs easier to find, use, and
compare.
• We also urge the Department of Education to take a more
proactive role in ensuring that colleges’ NPCs are both
compliant and consumer-friendly.
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The Student Experience with NPCs
• How uAspire (formerly ACCESS) works with
students to use NPCs
– Serves students of all backgrounds, majority low-income
and/or first generation college goers
– Introduction to NPC provided in 11th grade Early College
Affordability workshops
– One-on-one assistance with NPC during individual followup sessions
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The Student Experience with NPCs
• How Austin HS works with students to use NPCs
– Fall AVID senior college finance exploration session
• Students selected 3 university websites, located the NPC,
and discussed their experience
– Spring senior Financial Literacy Session
• TG Financial Literacy Program 2.0 is utilized through Econ &
Govt classes
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The Student Experience with NPCs
• Common questions and concerns from students:
– Finding the NPC
– Completing the NPC
• Challenges answering detailed financial questions
• May not know test scores or current grades
• Technical language used by some NPCs

– Interpreting NPC results
• Understanding various components of financial aid
• Dissecting conflicting estimates – net price vs. remaining
costs
• Interpreting NPC output across different schools
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Tips for Finding NPCs
• Begin with the Costs and/or Financial Aid sections of a
school’s website
• Use the search function on the college’s home page, beyond
“net price calculator” use words like cost, estimator,
financial aid
• Use a search engine on the web to search for Net Price
Calculator and _______College/University
• Department of Education has NPC URLs on College
Navigator and the Net Price Calculator Center
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Student Tips for Using NPCs
• Anyone can complete any calculator, no user restrictions
• If possible, fill out an NPC with an adult who understands
financial aid and can interpret questions for you
• Be honest
• The more accurate the information you put in, the more
accurate the estimate you receive
• Fill out NPCs for more than one school so that you see
how the tool differs across different institutions
• Be sure to try both out of state and private colleges
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Student Tips for Using NPCs
• Some NPCs allow you to save results (e.g., by signing into
a College Board account to use College Board NPCs)
• Remember, the NPC does not take place of an application;
complete FAFSA January 1st of senior year to apply for
financial aid
• Stay positive!
• NPCs are a tool to help you think about college costs – they are
not an official award letter offer.
• If you are disappointed with the estimate provided, use it as an
opportunity to connect with the school’s financial aid office and
talk to your high school counselor.
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Practitioner Tips for Using NPCs
• Do a few test runs
• Some NPCs can be challenging to interpret. Working through
popular institutions will be helpful to do ahead of student
meetings.

• Have case study prepared - practice is less personal
• Advise students to focus on a mix of schools
• Respect emotions that may occur
• Personal questions
• Unexpected results
• Provide next steps and resources (i.e. scholarship lists)
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Tips for Interpreting NPC Results
•

•

•

•

Dissect results: Cost of Attendance
• Break down the COA – what does the school use for tuition, fees, room &
board?
Dissect results: Loans
• How much is the school assuming you’ll borrow? Feasible?
• Does the school include Parent Plus loans (which depend on parents’ credit
and does not contain the same limits as Stafford loans)
Dissect results: Net Price
• Understand that the net price is different from a ‘price’ that includes loans
and work study
Some estimates may be considerably higher than expected
• NPCs that do not consider merit
• Community colleges whose NPCs auto-populate room and board
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Tips for Interpreting NPC Results
• Consider results in a big picture way; estimate, not exact
numbers
• Is the school ‘in or out of the ballpark?’

• Net price is one moment in time (and for one year only!)
• Inflation and other factors can influence; financial awards can shift
year to year
• Couple net price conversation with:
• Ways to lower EFC or bridge the gap
• How an EFC could change from time of completion to time of
application (i.e. ‘what if’ scenarios like a parent changes jobs, etc.)
• Reminder to complete FAFSA and admissions applications to
receive official award letters
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The 2011-12 Student Experience with NPCs
at Austin High School
• Survey sent to last year’s graduates (18 responses)
–
–
–
–

50% had heard of NPCs
90% wanted help using NPCs during the school day
39% (7 students) used NPCs, mostly with parent assistance
67% (4 of 6) saw a significant difference (>$5k) between
NPC estimate & actual award
– 86% (6 of 7) said that NPCs gave them a better
understanding of the financial aid process
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The Student Experience with NPCs
• How net price calculators affect students’ thinking about
college affordability
– Realization that out of pocket college costs are not the
same as “sticker price”
– Reconsideration of schools previously deemed in/out of
financial reach
– Brings home the importance of applying to multiple schools
– NPC as a tool to empower and inform college search
• Students feel more in control of college planning
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The College Perspective on NPCs
• Background on Stanford University’s NPC
– Developed own NPC, a few years before the NPC requirement
– Decided to go with a tool we built ourselves
– Relatively easy to implement NPC that is both accurate and
simple b/c Stanford meets full need and is relatively formulaic in
awarding financial aid
• Colleges awarding merit aid or with policies that are adjusted
every year may experience challenges building their NPCs
• Stanford’s NPC is very well used
– Based on Google Analytics, up to 10,000 hits a month
– Get phone calls right away if it’s out of service.
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The College Perspective on NPCs
• Did not have a big issue with newly admitted students
complaining that their NPC results didn’t match their
award letters, though we had been worried about it.
– It happens occasionally, but we usually can explain it to the
family (e.g., they left out substantial untaxed income when filling
out the NPC). This has not been an issue with our low income
families.
– Most families don’t mention the NPC, but when asked, they said
the estimate was in the ballpark and gave them an idea of what
financial aid they’d receive
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The College Perspective on NPCs
• From the college perspective:
– NPCs as recruitment tools
– Whether to use the federal template, a vendor developed tool or
develop your own
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NPC Resources
• TICAS’ NPC Publications and Resources page:
http://ticas.org/NPC_resources.vp.html
• Department of Education’s NPC Information Center (for
colleges):
http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/resource/net_price_calculator.asp
• Department of Education’s NPC Center (for students):
http://collegecost.ed.gov/netpricecenter.aspx
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Q&A
• Diane Cheng, TICAS, dcheng@ticas.org
• Alexandra Chewning, ACCESS/uAspire, alexandrac@uaspireusa.org
• Karen Cooper, Stanford University, karen.cooper@stanford.edu
• Eva Maria Garza-Nyer, Austin High School, eva.garzanyer@austinisd.org
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